
 One Day Workshop On
Stress: Its Awareness and Management



A one-day special workshop on stress was organized for the faculty members of Gargaon College, with the aim of addressing the various
stressors encountered in daily life and providing strategies to manage and reduce stress. The workshop was conducted by Colonel (Dr)
R.S. Chhabda, a renowned expert in the field of stress management. This report presents an overview of the workshop and its outcomes.

Workshop Content
Dr. Chhabda commenced the workshop by elucidating the different levels of stress experienced in various aspects of our lives, including
the workplace, home, society, and peer groups. He highlighted how these stressors often lead to annoyance and make life monotonous.
Furthermore, Dr. Chhabda differentiated between positive and negative stress. Positive stress was described as a catalyst for courage
and determination, enabling individuals to handle risks effectively. Conversely, negative stress was portrayed as anxiety, fear, and
distress, which can have detrimental effects on both mental and physical well-being.

Hands-On Activities
To provide practical solutions for immediate stress relief, Dr. Chhabda demonstrated a variety of hands-on activities during the
workshop. These activities were designed to alleviate stress promptly and enhance overall well-being. Although specific details of the
activities were not mentioned, it can be inferred that they were likely relaxation techniques, breathing exercises, or other proven stress
reduction methods.

Workshop Facilitation
The workshop was expertly moderated by Dr. D.K. Deka, the Coordinator of the C C and G Cell at Gargaon College. Dr. Deka ensured that
the workshop proceeded smoothly and facilitated active participation from the attendees. The effective moderation allowed for a
conducive learning environment and encouraged open discussions about stress-related concerns.

Participant Engagement
A total of 52 faculty members from Gargaon College actively participated in the workshop. The significant turnout demonstrates the
recognition of the importance of stress management among the faculty community. The participation of a substantial number of faculty
members indicates a positive response to the workshop's theme and a desire for self-improvement in stress management.

Workshop Outcomes
The one-day special workshop on stress at Gargaon College yielded several valuable outcomes. Participants gained a comprehensive
understanding of stress and its impact on their lives. By recognizing the distinction between positive and negative stress, attendees
became equipped to harness positive stress as a motivator while developing strategies to mitigate the negative effects of stress.

The hands-on activities demonstrated by Dr. Chhabda provided immediate relief to participants and equipped them with practical tools
to manage stress in their daily lives. These activities likely fostered a sense of empowerment and improved participants' overall well-
being.

Conclusion
The one-day special workshop on stress at Gargaon College, conducted by Colonel (Dr) R.S. Chhabda, successfully addressed the issue of
stress faced by faculty members. The workshop provided valuable insights into stress management, emphasizing the differentiation
between positive and negative stress. The inclusion of hands-on activities and the moderation by Dr. D.K. Deka further enhanced the
workshop's effectiveness. The active participation of 52 faculty members exemplifies the relevance of stress management in the
academic community and highlights the importance placed on personal well-being. It is expected that the knowledge gained from this
workshop will positively impact the faculty members' ability to handle stress, resulting in improved productivity, job satisfaction, and
overall quality of life.

Overall, the one-day special workshop on stress was a resounding success, empowering faculty members to manage stress effectively and
promoting a healthier work environment at Gargaon College.
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